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The adsorption of CO2 by a series of functionalized flexible MIL-53(Fe) solids has been evaluated
through a combination of in situ X-ray power diffraction, adsorption calorimetry, IR spectroscopy and
computer modelling. It appears that (i) strongly polar groups maintain the nonporous structure in its
closed form due to strong intra-framework interactions and (ii) less polar functional groups allow only
a modulation of the CO2–framework interactions, in some cases with a disappearance of the initial
intra-framework m2-OH/X hydrogen bonds, but do not interact directly with the CO2 molecules.

Introduction
Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs) are considered as promising
materials for the storage and separation of fluids.1 In the case of
gases, the capture of CO2 from various mixtures using MOFs as
adsorbents, either through Vacuum or Pressure Swing Adsorption (VSA/PSA) processes or via the use of membranes appears
appealing (ref. 2–5 and references therein). Indeed, compared to
other porous solids, advantages of MOFs lie in their higher pore
surface and/or their accessible metal sites, but also in their easily
tuneable pore surface (through organic functionalization) and
sometimes structural flexibility (adaptation of the pore size and
shape to its content). The last two items, either together or
separately, have been considered to modulate or improve the
adsorption of CO2 in MOFs. Functionalization indeed appears
as a rather easy method to improve the selectivity by the introduction of groups (such as amines) that may interact strongly
with CO2,6–15 characterization of the adsorbate/adsorbent interactions by in situ infrared spectroscopy, measurement of the
a
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adsorption enthalpy by microcalorimetry or localization of the
adsorbates by X-ray diffraction being the ultimate proof of
efficiency. Adsorption of CO2 in flexible MOFs is characterized
by the appearance of steps in the adsorption isotherms, associated with changes in the crystal structure and the pore
opening.16–24 In situ techniques have been coupled with molecular
simulation to show that a critical strength of the host–guest
interactions is required for inducing the switching from one
structural form to the other.25 Indeed, for such solids, the organic
functionalization also impacts the flexible character of the
framework and the general shape of the adsorption isotherms.
Finally, when moving from pure gas (CO2) to mixtures (CO2/
CH4, CO2/N2,.), either under static (co-adsorption isotherms)
or dynamic (breakthrough curves) conditions, the behaviour of
the flexible solids becomes even more complex, the main issue
being that the pore opening, the selectivity and the composition
of the gas phase are intimately interdependent.26–30
Here, we will focus on the single gas CO2 adsorption in a series
of flexible functionalized iron based MOFs. These compounds
belong to the MIL-53 type,31 a family of trivalent metal (MIII)
(M ¼ Cr, Fe, Al, Ga, In, Sc) terephthalates built up from chains
of m2-OH corner-sharing MO6 octahedra linked to each other by
the organic ligands to define diamond-shaped 1-D pores
(Fig. 1a).
In this series, the pore opening of the activated (empty pores)
at room temperature form depends on the nature of the metal,
whereas an orthorhombic large pore (LP) form associated with
a permanent porosity is present for M ¼ Al, Cr,31 a monoclinic
closed pore (CP) form is observed for M ¼ Fe (see Fig. 2 top).32
Nevertheless, all the solids are flexible upon adsorption of
polar20,33 or apolar34–37 gases, vapours or liquids and exhibit steps
in the adsorption isotherms associated either with a decrease or
an increase of the pore volume (‘breathing’ or ‘swelling’ behaviour). MIL-53(Cr, Al) in the presence of CO2 exhibits a flexible
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 1 (a) Crystal structure of MIL-53(Fe): (top) in the LP form,
(bottom) the inorganic chain; (b) functionalized terephthalate linkers
considered in the present study.

hydrophilicity (see Fig. 1).45–47 We showed that their dispersion in
various liquids leads to a selective pore opening, which depends
on the liquid/grafted function pair.46 Adsorption of linear
alkanes in MIL-53(Fe)–Cl, –Br and –CH3 was also very recently
investigated.48 All solids present a flexible behaviour, and
compared to the parent MIL-53(Fe), slight improvements were
detected, in terms of (i) capacity (at least at low pressure) and (ii)
kinetics of adsorption, especially for the longest alkane molecules.48 Both effects were attributed to a higher degree of initial
pore opening of the modified MIL-53(Fe) solids in the empty
(CP) form, which depends on the whole on the steric hindrance of
the functional group.
In the present work, we studied the adsorption of CO2 in
a series of MIL-53(Fe)–X solids (X ¼ Cl, Br, CH3, NH2,
(CO2H)2, see Fig. 1b) in comparison with the parent non-functionalized solid.49 Their adsorptive properties were first screened
by in situ X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRPD). The solids which
were found to present significant structural changes upon
adsorption were then studied in depth by a combination of
techniques (adsorption gravimetry, microcalorimetry, in situ
infrared (IR) spectroscopy and molecular simulations) in order
to gain a deeper understanding of the effect of the functional
group towards adsorption both at the macroscopic and microscopic levels.

Experimental section
Synthesis

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the results of the in situ XRPD
experiments. Top: pore openings in the MIL-53 system (CP: closed pore,
INT: intermediate triclinic; NP: narrow pore, LP: large pore); bottom:
evolution of the pore opening and unit cell volume with the CO2 pressure
at 230 K for the MIL-53(Cr) and MIL-53(Fe)–X solids.

character, evolving from a LP to a monoclinic narrow pore (NP)
and finally to a LP form when an increasing amount of CO2 is
adsorbed (see Fig. 2),20,22 the first step (LP / NP) being related
to the strong donor–acceptor interactions occurring between the
m2-OH groups and the CO2 molecules.20,38–40 In contrast, these
solids remain rigid (LP form) at room temperature upon
adsorption of CH4.22 In the case of CO2/CH4 mixtures in MIL53(Cr), the flexible character depends on the CO2/CH4 ratio, but
the NP form was shown to adsorb CO2 exclusively, leading to
high CO2/CH4 selectivity when this form is predominant (i.e. in
a certain range of pressure and composition).27 In the case of
MIL-53(Al), the functionalization with NH2 group was shown to
enhance this selectivity.26,29,41,42 Interestingly, it was recently
emphasized that such a modification is not related to the
expected additional NH2/CO2 interaction but rather to
a modulation of the breathing behaviour.43 Other polar groups
(OH, NO2) seem also to have a beneficial effect on the capacity of
adsorption at low pressure for MIL-53(Al), but the relation
between these results and the breathing behaviour was not
studied.44 We recently reported a series of modified MIL-53(Fe)
solids bearing functional groups of various polarity and
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

The MIL-53(Fe)–X solids (X ¼ —, Cl, Br, CH3, NH2, (CO2H)2)
were synthesized and activated following the published
procedures.32,46

In situ XRPD studies
XRPD patterns under gas pressure were collected at the BM01A
station at the Swiss Norwegian Beam Line of the European
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF, Grenoble, France). The
powdered samples were introduced in a 1 mm quartz capillary
and connected to a home-made gas dosing system.34 Prior to the
experiments, the samples were outgassed under vacuum (pressure
of about 103 mbar) at 473 K for a few hours. The temperature
was then adjusted to 230 K, and doses of CO2 were introduced.
XRPD were collected using a MAR345 imaging plate with
a sample-to-detector distance of 300–400 mm (depending on the
 X-Ray powder
experiment, l ¼ 0.809264, 0.694018 or 0.7183 A).
diffractograms were collected one minute after the gas introduction, with an acquisition time of 30 to 60 seconds (rotation
rate 1 s1). New XRPD patterns were recorded at the same
pressure every five minutes, and equilibrium (at a given pressure)
was assumed when no change was observed between the
successive patterns. The data were integrated using the Fit2D
program (Dr A. Hammersley, ESRF) and a calibration
measurement of a NIST LaB6 standard sample. The patterns
were indexed using the Dicvol software;50 Le Bail fits were then
performed with the Fullprof2k software package51 via the Winplotr interface.52 The resulting unit-cell parameters are summarized in Table 1.
J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 10266–10273 | 10267
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Table 1 Cell parameters of the MIL-53(Cr) and the MIL-53(Fe)–X solids (X ¼ —, Cl, Br, CH3, NH2, (CO2H)2) upon different CO2 pressures at 230 K
Solid

PCO2/bar

Space group


a/A


b/A


c/A

a/

b/

g/

3
V/A

Form

MIL-53(Cr)

0
0.25
8.7
0
0.82
1.10
7.84
0
1.5
8.7
0
42.1
0
1.7
10.7

Imcm
C2/c
Imcm
C2/c
P1
C2/c
Imcm
C2/c or Cc
C2/c or Cc
Imcm
C2/c or Cc
C2/c or Cc
C2/c or Cc
C2/c or Cc
C2/c or Cc
Imcm
C2/c or Cc
C2/c or Cc
C2/c or Cc
Imcm
C2/c or Cc
C2/c or Cc
C2/c or Cc
C2/c or Cc

16.7628(4)
19.680(2)
16.3456(3)
21.356(2)
6.8773(6)
19.7895(5)
16.556(5)
20.1084(4)
20.1736(3)
16.7135(1)
20.145(1)
20.1856(8)
20.1733(6)
20.2912(5)
20.315(1)
16.605(2)
20.002(2)
20.059(2)
20.055(2)
16.589(2)
20.151(2)
20.152(2)
20.0303(2)
20.0337(2)

13.1113(3)
8.4067(6)
13.6719(3)
6.6138(6)
10.600(1)
8.2672(2)
13.6991(5)
7.3258(2)
8.1805(1)
13.5452(1)
7.4408(8)
8.3248(3)
7.9512(3)
8.3257(2)
8.3727(4)
13.627(1)
7.8738(9)
8.1544(7)
8.1642(6)
13.531(1)
7.8482(7)
7.8515(7)
8.0451(1)
8.0421(1)

6.8336(1)
6.8024(5)
6.8498(1)
6.8756(7)
13.919(2)
6.8790(2)
6.9198(2)
6.9043(1)
6.9004(1)
6.94039(5)
6.9140(5)
6.9123(3)
6.9141(2)
6.9270(1)
6.9271(3)
6.9276(6)
6.8804(6)
6.8928(6)
6.9119(8)
6.9343(5)
6.9730(5)
6.9751(5)
6.9637(1)
6.9624(1)

90
90
90
90
111.01(1)
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90

90
105.987(7)
90
115.23(1)(6)
87.21(1)
105.280(3)
90
105.624(2)
107.270(1)
90
105.975(6)
107.543(4)
106.839(2)
108.122(2)
108.192(4)
90
106.059(8)
106.88(1)
107.05(1)
90
106.459(7)
106.492(7)
106.405(1)
106.403(1)

90
90
90
90
104.75(1)
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90

1501.91(6)
1081.9(1)
1530.75(5)
878.5(1)
915.0(2)
1085.64(5)
1569.10(8)
979.50(4)
1087.43(3)
1571.22(2)
996.5(1)
1107.6(1)
1061.48(5)
1111.76(5)
1119.36(8)
1567.5(2)
1041.3(2)
1078.9(2)
1082.0(2)
1556.5(3)
1057.6(1)
1058.2(1)
1076.48(2)
1076.08(2)

LP
NP
LP
CP
INT
NP
LP
CP
NP
LP
CP
NP
CP
NP
NPb
LPb
CP
NP
NPb
LPb
CP
CP
CP
CP

MIL-53(Fe)46

MIL-53(Fe)–Cl
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MIL-53(Fe)–Cla
MIL-53(Fe)–Br

MIL-53(Fe)–CH3

0
7.0
10.0

MIL-53(Fe)–NH2

0
11.9
0
11.0

MIL-53(Fe)–(CO2H)2
a

Collected at 303 K. b Mixture of the two forms. CP: closed pore, INT: intermediate triclinic, NP: narrow pore, LP: large pore.

Adsorption gravimetry and microcalorimetry
Approximately 0.5 g of sample was used for each adsorption
experiment. Prior to each analysis, the sample was outgassed at
473 K for 16 hours under vacuum. The gravimetric adsorption
experiments were carried out at 303 K and at pressures up to 50–
60 bar using a commercial gravimetric adsorption device
(Rubotherm Pr€azisionsmeßtechnik GmbH).53 A step by step gas
introduction mode was used. Equilibrium was assumed when the
variation of weight remained below 0.03% for 20 minutes. In this
apparatus the variation in sample weight and gas density can be
measured consequently. The latter is obtained using a titanium
sinker of known mass and volume and thus allows a direct
correction of the buoyancy effect. The enthalpies of adsorption
were obtained via a manometric adsorption apparatus coupled
with a Tian–Calvet type microcalorimeter.54 A point by point
introduction adsorptive procedure was used to evaluate the
amounts adsorbed and a pseudo-differential enthalpy of
adsorption via the measured exothermic thermal effect associated
with each dose.
In situ IR spectroscopy
The solid was deposited on a silicon wafer after dispersion in
ethanol. The mixture was dried in air and placed in an IR quartz
cell equipped with KBr windows. A movable quartz sample
holder allowed positioning of the sample in the infrared beam for
IR measurements or into the furnace for thermal treatments. The
cell is connected to a vacuum line for evacuation, calcination and
introduction of doses of vapours or gases. All spectra were
recorded at room temperature. Before adsorption of CO2, the
compounds were pretreated under vacuum at 473 K for one
hour. Transmission spectra were recorded in the 500–5600 cm1
range at 4 cm1 resolution on a Nicolet Nexus spectrometer
10268 | J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 10266–10273

equipped with an extended KBr beam splitting device and
a mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) cryodetector. CO2 was
purified by freeze thawing before use.

Molecular simulation
Starting with the experimental unit cell parameters provided in
Table 1, the initial models for the NP forms of the modified MIL53(Fe)–X (X ¼ Cl, Br, CH3) present at 230 K upon CO2
adsorption were built up using the same computationally assisted
structure determination strategy that we previously validated on
different MOFs (see ESI† for more details).46 The so-obtained
structure models were further geometry optimized by density
functional theory (DFT) calculations in the absence and in the
presence of either 1 or 2 CO2 molecules per pore. The latter
loading corresponds to conditions where the saturation limit for
CO2 inside the NP form is reached. The CO2 molecules were first
inserted by chemical intuition based on the conclusions previously drawn for the non-modified MIL-53(Cr).20,38,39 These
starting geometries include single interactions between either the
oxygen or the carbon of the CO2 and the hydrogen or oxygen of
the m2-OH group respectively and a double interaction where
a CO2 molecule bridges m2-OH groups on opposing walls. These
DFT calculations were performed using the PW91 GGA density
functional and the double numerical basis set containing polarization functions on hydrogen atoms (DNP) as implemented in
DMol3 code.55 To speed up the convergence, both the smearing
(at 0.005 Ha) option for the orbital occupancy and semi-core
pseudo-potentials were employed.
Complementary grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations
based on generic forcefields and partial charges for the host
frameworks (see details in the ESI†) have been performed to
determine the adsorption enthalpy at low coverage for CO2 in the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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NP forms of all the investigated MIL-53(Fe)–X (X ¼ —, Cl, Br,
CH3).
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Results and discussion
In their dried state, all the solids present a CP form, whose unit
cell volume depends on the nature and number of grafted functions (see Table 1). Nevertheless, none of the selected solids
exhibit any accessible porosity relative to nitrogen at 77 K.46
Significant adsorption of CO2 thus requires a pore opening,
which should be easily detected by X-ray diffraction. In this
prospect, the MIL-53(Fe)–X (X ¼ —, Cl, Br, CH3, NH2,
(CO2H)2) solids were subjected to in situ XRPD analysis at 230 K
under variable pressure of CO2 (from 0 to Psat z 9 bar), as well
as MIL-53(Cr) for comparison. The resulting patterns for MIL53(Fe)–Cl and MIL-53(Fe)–NH2 are shown in Fig. 3 (see
Fig. S1† for the other solids). All patterns were indexed and
subjected to a Le Bail refinement, the final unit-cell parameters
are summarized in Table 1. Taking into account the symmetry
and the pore volume, all the patterns can be ascribed to structural
forms already defined for the pristine MIL-53(Cr, Fe) materials.
Depending on the metal M (M ¼ Cr, Fe) and functional group X,

Fig. 3 Adsorption of CO2 on MIL-53(Fe)–Cl (top) and MIL-53(Fe)–
NH2 (bottom) at 230 K followed by XRPD. The colour corresponds to
the major phase observed at the given pressure. Black: anhydrous CP
form; blue: NP form, green: LP form (see ESI† for other solids).

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

various behaviours were observed, which are summarized in
Fig. 2.
MIL-53(Cr) undergoes the already reported LP to NP and NP
to LP transitions,20 with a downshift of the transition pressures
related to the change of temperature (here 230 K vs. 293 K in ref.
20). In contrast, MIL-53(Fe) behaves differently,49 with three
structural transitions corresponding to a stepwise opening of the
pores (from CP to an intermediate triclinic form (INT) to NP and
finally to LP, see Fig. 3), in accordance with the behaviour
previously reported for water desorption32 and alkane
adsorption.34
From a qualitative point of view, the MIL-53(Fe)–X solids can
be divided into two groups.
(i) The ones belonging to the first family (X ¼ Cl, Br, CH3)
present a two step behaviour, with a first slight pore opening at
low pressure (CP / NP transition), followed by the appearance
of a LP version at higher pressure, which was observed to be pure
only for X ¼ Cl. These solids thus present a direct transition from
the CP to the NP form, whereas the parent MIL-53(Fe) exhibits
an intermediate triclinic state labelled as INT, in which only half
of the pores are slightly opened while the others remain closed.
This phenomenon was already observed upon adsorption of
alkanes, and has been attributed to the bulkiness of the substituents, which prevents the coexistence of two pore apertures in
a unique crystalline phase.48 The reversibility of the transformation was confirmed for MIL-53(Fe)–Cl, but was associated
with a hysteresis (PNP/LP > PLP/NP, see Fig. S2†), as already
observed for MIL-53(Cr).20,22 Finally, whereas the full transformation from CP to NP and further to LP is observed at 230 K
between 0 and 10 bar, only the first step (CP to NP) transition is
detected at 303 K in the pressure range available (0–42 bar, see
Fig. S3†). This is in agreement with a shift of the steps to higher
pressure when the temperature increases, once again in agreement with our previous findings for MIL-53(Cr)22,56 (see above).
(ii) The other two MIL-53(Fe)–X solids (X ¼ NH2, (CO2H)2)
present a peculiar behaviour, as they both remain rigid and
nonporous (in the CP form) on the whole pressure range. This
result could appear astonishing at a first sight, as these functional
groups were expected to interact strongly with CO2.57,58 Nevertheless, it can be understood in light of the intra-framework
attractive interactions (interactions between linkers or between
linkers and m2-OH groups) evidenced in our previous work.46
These interactions need to be overcome by the CO2/framework
interactions in order to allow the opening of the pores. For
X ¼ (CO2H)2, the presence of strong X/X hydrogen bonds in
the CP form was unambiguously established by single crystal
XRD,47 and explains the fact that this solid remains in the CP
form, even when dispersed in polar liquids such as water or
ethanol.46 The same phenomenon is here in play with CO2.
Similarly, it was shown that the functionalization by X ¼ NH2
tends to stabilize the CP form in MIL-53(Al), a phenomenon
which was also attributed to the formation of intra-framework
NH2/O hydrogen bonds.41,43 Both the nature of the metal (Fe)
and the grafted function (NH2) thus favour the stabilization of
the CP form, leading to the absence of pore opening upon CO2
pressure for MIL-53(Fe)–NH2.
Based on these results, only the solids which present structural
changes (X ¼ —, Cl, Br, CH3) upon CO2 adsorption were
subsequently explored for determining their adsorption
J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 10266–10273 | 10269
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performances at 303 K, both at low pressure (0–2 bar, coupled
with microcalorimetry) and high pressure (up to 50 bar). Data
are shown in Fig. 4 together with MIL-53(Cr) for comparison. In
order to get rid of the effect of the functional group on the molar
mass, isotherms are reported in mol mol1 rather than in the
commonly used mmol g1 unit (see Fig. S5† for this unit).
As already reported, the isotherm of MIL-53(Cr) presents
a step, associated with the appearance of the NP form at intermediate pressure, while the solid is in a LP form at both low and
high pressures.20,22 At first sight, only the non-modified MIL53(Fe) solid presents a comparable flexible behaviour but with
two visible steps (CP / INT and INT / NP), whereas the
others behave as rigid solids with type I isotherms. Indeed, even
at low pressure, no step on the isotherm could be detected for
MIL-53(Fe)–X (X ¼ —, Cl, Br, CH3). This is nevertheless in
agreement with the in situ XRPD data, which showed (for MIL53(Fe)-Cl) at 303 K, after a first CP to NP transition at low
pressure, only the NP form up to at least 42 bar (Fig. S3†).
Consequently, the associated isotherm presents only one plateau.
This is supported by the analysis of the adsorbed amount of CO2
(see below). Using as a reference the case of MIL-53(Cr), the NP
and LP forms are expected to adsorb at saturation about 0.7 and

2.2 mol mol1, respectively. For MIL-53(Fe), the second plateau
(between 5 and 40 bar, nads z 0.8 mol mol1) is thus associated
with the filling of the NP form, whereas the first one at lower
pressure (<5 bar) is assigned to adsorption occurring in the INT
form with a capacity half of the one for the NP form (0.35 mol
mol1).34 The LP form does not appear on the pressure range
studied. Further, all the functionalized solids present a similar
plateau at 0.5 mol mol1, corresponding to a lower adsorption
capacity than the pristine MIL-53(Cr, Fe) materials in the same
NP form. This can be understood in light of the micropore
volumes for both types of solids. These are summarized in
Table 2, evaluated from the simulated NP structures for each
modified MIL-53(Fe) using the procedure reported by D€
uren
et al.59 The resulting micropore volumes are significantly lower
for all the functionalized MIL-53(Fe)–X than for the parent
solid. They also compare well with the ones extracted from the
CO2 isotherms (Table 2, see ESI† for details about the calculations). This reveals that the steric hindrance of the functional
group affects the capacity of the NP form, either by directly
blocking the access of the pore or by inducing the rotation of the
phenyl cores that restricts the space available for guest molecules.
As detailed earlier, the objective of functional groups is to tune
(in most cases enhance) the CO2/framework (possibly X)
interactions. Adsorption enthalpies can give information on the
strongest adsorption sites for the adsorbate molecules, and thus
discriminate the MIL-53(Fe)–X solids. Here, similar values at
low coverage are observed (between 45 and 38 kJ mol1), with
the order –Br < –CH3 z –Cl (see Fig. S4†), in agreement with
simulated values (Table S2†). Note that the adsorption enthalpy
was shown to depend on the pore opening,22 and that the pristine
MIL-53(Fe) can thus not be directly compared to the modified
solids, as the sequence of pore opening differs. The aforementioned order is consistent with the slopes of the isotherms at low
pressure (Fig. 4), and indicates that CO2 has a higher affinity for
MIL-53(Fe)–Br than MIL-53(Fe)–CH3 and finally MIL-53(Fe)–
Cl. In order to determine if this different energetic behaviour
results from a stronger CO2/framework interaction or is
a consequence of a confinement effect, in situ IR measurements
and DFT simulations were realized on the NP forms of MIL53(Fe)–X (X ¼ —, Cl, Br, CH3). DFT calculations were further
able to define the preferential arrangements of the CO2 within the
porosity of these modified MIL-53(Fe) NP forms.
It has been previously shown that infrared spectroscopy was
able to precisely characterize the bridged m2-OH group of the
functionalized MIL-53(Fe)s.46 In its activated form, MIL53(Fe)–CH3 exhibits unique n(OH) and d(OH) bands, indicating
the presence of hydroxyl groups in a single environment, free of
any interaction, while MIL-53(Fe)–Cl and –Br present two
Table 2 Comparison of micropore volumes extracted from the CO2
adsorption isotherms and from the simulated crystal structures

Fig. 4 Adsorption isotherms of CO2 on MIL-53(Fe)–X (X ¼ —, Cl, Br,
CH3) at 303 K. Top: high pressure range; bottom: low pressure range.

10270 | J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 10266–10273

Solid

Form

V isotherm/
cm3 g1

V simulated/
cm3 g1

MIL-53(Fe)

INT
NP
NP
NP
NP

0.11
0.31
0.23
0.21
0.21

0.11
0.31
0.26
0.21
0.23

MIL-53(Fe)–Cl
MIL-53(Fe)–Br
MIL-53(Fe)–CH3

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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n(OH) and two d(OH) bands, assigned to the presence of
hydroxyl groups both free of any interaction (OHfree) and
hydrogen bonded to the halogen group (OHX) (Fig. 5). This
interaction appears stronger for MIL-53(Fe)–Br than for MIL53(Fe)–Cl. All these observations are in full agreement with the
conclusions drawn from DFT simulations, especially the distribution of the Mulliken charges (Table S2†) which indicates
stronger electrostatic interactions between X and the m2-OH
groups in MIL-53(Fe)–Br than in MIL-53(Fe)–Cl (see ref. 46 and
ESI† for details).
Adsorption of CO2 in the MIL-53(Fe)–X solids was then followed by IR spectroscopy (Fig. 5). In all cases, it leads to the
perturbation of the bands associated with the m2-OH group, as
already evidenced for MIL-53(Cr).20,40 For MIL-53(Fe)–CH3,
both the n(OH) and d(OH) bands are shifted (from 3649 to 3621
cm1, Dn(OH) ¼ 28 cm1 and from 842 to 881 cm1, Dd(OH) ¼ 39
cm1) and the n2 band of the adsorbed CO2 is split into two
components (651 and 661 cm1). The shift of the n(OH) and
d(OH) bands can be interpreted as the result of the formation of
a hydrogen bond between the O atom of the CO2 molecule and
the H atom of the m2-OH group. This is confirmed by the DFT
optimized geometry for CO2 in the NP form of the MIL-53(Fe)–
CH3 (Fig. 6b) which shows characteristic O(CO2)/H(m2-OH)
 This interaction is
distances ranging from 2.27 to 2.60 A.
comparable to that observed in the case of MIL-53(Cr)20,40 but is
much weaker than the one observed with silica (Dn(OH) ¼ 58
cm1),60 in agreement with the higher acidity of the silanol group
of silica. The splitting of the n2(CO2) band indicates a supplementary donor–acceptor interaction, for which the C atom acts
as an electron acceptor center, the electron–donor center being
either the O atom of the hydroxyl or the carboxylate groups.40
From the DFT optimized geometry (Fig. 6b), one observes that

Fig. 5 Spectra of MIL-53(Fe) samples activated at 473 K before (full
line) and after introduction of 0.2 bar of CO2 at room temperature
(dashed line) (a) MIL-53(Fe)–CH3, (b) MIL-53(Fe)–Br, (c) MIL-53(Fe)–
Cl. Inset: subtracted spectra in the d(OH) range of structural hydroxyl
groups.
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the C atom of the CO2 molecule interacts preferentially with the
O atom of the carboxylate group, the C(CO2)/O(carboxylate)
 being significantly shorter than the C(CO2)/
distances of 2.81 A
 This behaviour differs from what
O(m2-OH) ones (above 3.4 A).
is predicted for the non-modified MIL-53(Fe) (Fig. 6a) where the
carbon atom of the CO2 molecule interacts more preferentially
with the oxygen atom of the hydroxyl group of the chain, with
 consistent with
a C(CO2)/O(m2-OH) distance of about 3.10 A,
our previous findings for the NP forms of the MIL-53(Cr,
Al).20,38 This deviation can be explained by the different orientations of the CO2 molecules within the pores, the presence of the
CH3 group constraining the CO2 molecules to be more lined up
along the direction of the tunnel, while they remain nearly
parallel to each other in the same way as in the non-modified
version. In the case of MIL-53(Fe)–Br and –Cl, the adsorption of
CO2 gives rise to the same interactions with the hydroxyl groups
free of any interaction prior to adsorption (OHfree) (see Fig. 5).
The case of the hydrogen bonded groups (OHX) is more
ambiguous, as in the n(OH) range, its signal (at 3621 cm1) at
least partially overlaps with the OHfree band perturbed by the
interaction with CO2 (3620 cm1 for MIL-53(Fe)–Cl and
3592 cm1 for MIL-53(Fe)–Br), precluding any deep interpretation. Nevertheless, information can be extracted in the d(OH)
range. The inset in Fig. 5 presents the spectra of the solids after
adsorption of CO2 (at 0.2 bars) subtracted from the ones before
adsorption. The negative band at about 850 cm1 reflects the
fraction of OHfree involved in the interaction with CO2, characterized by a positive band at 890 cm1. For MIL-53(Fe)–Cl and
–Br, the negative band is asymmetric toward higher wavenumber, suggesting that a few OHX groups also interact with
CO2. Finally, the presence of a single perturbed d(OH) band (890
cm1) suggests that the interaction of CO2 with OHX and OHfree
are identical. This implies that the interaction of CO2 with OHX
breaks the m2-OH/X hydrogen bond. This phenomenon was
further confirmed by DFT calculations. Indeed, compared to the
situation in the CP form, one observes that the CO2 molecules
tend to break the intra-framework m2-OH/X hydrogen bonds,
mainly due to a reorientation of the m2-OH group for optimizing
the interactions with the guest molecules. Indeed, while the
 for –Cl
characteristic m2-OH/X distances are of 2.4 and 2.5 A
and –Br forms respectively in the empty CP form, here in the
presence of CO2 these distances become significantly longer of
 This behavior comes from the orientation
about 3.5 and 3.25 A.
change of the hydroxyl group when interacting with CO2, as
demonstrated by comparing the Fe–O–H angle, which varies by
approximately 10% between the optimized CO2-loaded NP and
empty CP simulated structures. The CO2 thus adopts a geometry
that favors relatively strong interactions between both their
carbon and oxygen atoms with the oxygen and the hydrogen of
the m2-OH groups respectively (Fig. 6c and d). Such an
arrangement is comparable to the one obtained for the parent
MIL-53(Fe) (Fig. 6a) and MIL-53(Cr)20 in their NP forms. We
further observe relatively weak interactions between CO2 and the
functional groups, the characteristic distances separating these
 (Fig. 6b–d). This result emphasizes
two species being above 3.2 A
that in these MIL-53(Fe) materials, the functionalization does
not provide an expected additional X/CO2 interaction but
rather a modulation of the interaction with the preferential m2OH adsorption sites while the contraction of the structure is not
J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 10266–10273 | 10271
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Fig. 6 Arrangement of the CO2 molecules in the NP forms for MIL-53(Fe)–X (X ¼ — (a), CH3 (b), Cl (c) and Br (d)) at 2 CO2/pore, obtained from
DFT calculations. The distances are reported for CO2/m2-OH (in green), m2-OH/X (in yellow), CO2–O(carboxylate) (in red) and CO2–X (blue).

affected. This indirect impact of the functionalization is
complementary to what has been previously reported for the
MIL-53(Al)–NH2 where the amino group induced a change of
the breathing behaviour.43
Finally, all these results can be compared with previous studies
associated with other series of functionalized MOFs.5 In the case
of rigid solids, it was shown both theoretically (for example on
the UiO-66 (ref. 58) and IRMOF61 series) and experimentally (on
ZIF,11 IRMOF15 and DMOF9 series) that polar groups (such as
Br, NO2, CN, OH, and SO3H) tend to strengthen the CO2–
framework interaction at low pressure (leading to higher
enthalpy of adsorption and capacity) and thus increase the
selectivity towards less polar gases, although they lead to
a reduction of the pore volume at high pressure. For the MIL-53X series (X other than NH2 (ref. 26,41 and 42)), both theoretical57
and experimental44 work did not tackle the flexible character, but
the present study suggests that the ‘positive’ effect of polar
groups tend to be hidden by intra-framework effects. This
confirms once again that reasoning on host–guest interactions is
meaningful only when these interactions are able to overcome the
framework–framework attraction. This ‘third’ effect should be
taken into account whatever series of flexible MOFs and guests
are considered.

Conclusions
The adsorption of CO2 in a series of flexible solids of the MIL53(Fe) type was investigated by a multi-technique approach. The
solids bearing functional groups which could potentially lead to
strong interactions with CO2 (CO2H, NH2)58 were found to
10272 | J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 10266–10273

remain in their nonporous CP forms under the investigated
conditions, because of strong intra-framework interactions
favouring the pore closure. In contrast, the MIL-53(Fe)–X
(X ¼ Cl, Br, CH3) solids adsorb a significant amount of CO2 with
a flexible character (CP / NP and NP / LP transitions). These
functional groups do not directly interact with the CO2 molecules, but allow modulation of the interactions between the guest
molecules and the inorganic m2-OH groups as suggested by
microcalorimetry. Nevertheless, this interaction is associated for
X ¼ Cl and Br with the disappearance of the intra-framework m2OH/X hydrogen bonds, highlighting the complex interplay
between framework–framework and guest–framework interactions in the adsorption processes.
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